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NRSRESCUE.COM

Phone: 877.677.7370 or 208.882.2383
Fax: 877.567.7329 or 208.883.4787
Email: rescue@nrs.com

Hours: (Pacific Time)
Mon - Fri: 6:00am - 6:00pm
Sat: 7:00am - 3:00pm
Sun: 9:00am - 3:00pm

At NRS, we know that effective rescue 
requires working together. We approach 
everything from product development to 
fulfilling your order as though we are part of 
your team. We supply rugged, dependable 
technical equipment and apparel that helps 
keep you safe and efficient, and we work 
hard to provide the industry’s best service 
and support. You’ll find all the products in this 
catalog and many more at nrsrescue.com, 
where ordering is always quick and simple. 
Log in and place your order today, or contact 
us to set up your account.

Extreme Drysuit
The ultimate combination of toughness and comfort. 
Our 70 denier TriTon™ material with Cordura®-reinforced 
seat and knees stands ready to battle every rock, stick 
and thorn you encounter. Heavy-duty TIZIP® MasterSeal 
waterproof zipper opens wide for easy entry. Durable 
latex wrist and neck gaskets with adjustable neoprene 
overcuffs along with fully waterproof latex socks help 
keep you warm and the water out.  

See Men’s Apparel Sizing, p. 4.

Color: blue/gray, gray/yellow 
Size: S-GXXL

22523.03 /  $795.95
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 Reinforced knees and seat
Neoprene neck overcus
Breathable TriTon™
Relief zipper
Long-life latex gaskets
Built-in latex socks
Internal suspenders
Arm/thigh pockets
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DRYSUIT COMPARISON EXTREME SAREXTREME

NEW for 2017
REVISED for 2017
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Extreme SAR Drysuit  
Trusted by rescue teams around the world, our Extreme SAR drysuit sets the standard for 
durable performance in the toughest conditions. Industrial-grade TriTon™ three-layer fabric 
stands up to the harshest wear and tear, and heavy-duty Cordura® reinforcement adds extra 
protection in key areas. Purpose-driven features help you do your job safely and effectively,  
while squad-friendly sizing makes it easy to outfit your crew.

See p. 4 for size chart.

Color: red, hi-viz green
Size: S, M/L, XL/XXL, GXXL

22529.03 /  $929.95

The ultimate drysuit for the 
toughest conditions.



Men’s Shirt
Color: charcoal heather
Size:  S-XXL 

10130.04 /  $109.95

What is Grizzly sizing?
NRS’s Grizzly sizing is designed 
for the more barrel-chested 
users and those who need the 
extra room in the chest, waist 
and thighs. We manufacture 
several different wetsuit styles 
in Grizzly sizes. Also, our 
Extreme SAR and Extreme 
Drysuits are available in Grizzly 
XXL for an even greater range 
of size availability.

Union Suit
Color: charcoal heather
Size: S-XXL

10132.03 /  $149.95

Purpose-built 
thermal protection.

Men’s Pants
Color: charcoal heather
Size:  S-XXL 

10131.04 /  $99.95

H2Core Expedition Weight  
Specifically designed for wearing under drysuits, H2Core Expedition 
Weight thermal layers keep you warm, comfortable and efficient during 
cold-weather operations. State-of-the-art Polartec® Power Stretch® fabric 
stretches in four directions for unrestricted mobility, while custom-cut cuffs 
and necklines won’t interfere with gaskets. The high-loft fleece interior 
quickly wicks moisture away from your skin, and woven exterior resists 
pilling and wear from abrasion. 

XXS 4'9" - 5'1" 80-100 lbs. 24-28" 23-26"
XS 4'11" - 5'3" 90-125 lbs. 28-32" 26-29"
S 5'2" - 5'6" 115-140 lbs. 32-36" 28-31"
M 5'5" - 5'8" 130-165 lbs. 36-40" 30-33"
L 5'7" - 6'0" 150-195 lbs. 39-43" 32-35"
XL 5'10" - 6'2" 185-225 lbs. 42-46" 34-37"
XXL 6'1" - 6'4" 215-245 lbs. 46-50" 36-42"
3XL 6'3" - 6'5" 230-255 lbs. 49-52" 39-44"
4XL 6'4" - 6'6" 245+ lbs. 51-53" 43-46"

MEN’S SIZE HEIGHT WEIGHT CHEST WAIST

S  5'2" - 5'6" 115-140 lbs.
M/L  5'5" - 6' 130-195 lbs.
XL/XXL  5'10" - 6'4" 185-245 lbs.
GXXL  5'11" - 6'4" 260-305 lbs.

EXTREME SAR SIZE HEIGHT WEIGHT

GM  5'5" - 5'9" 200-235 lbs.
GL  5'8" - 6' 230-265 lbs.
GXXL  5'11" - 6'4" 260-305 lbs.
G4XL  6'3" - 6'6" 275-320 lbs.

GRIZZLY SIZE  HEIGHT WEIGHT
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Steamer Suit  
The NRS Steamer Wetsuit is designed specifically 
for rescue crews with 3 mm high-stretch neoprene 
for excellent core warmth and 2 mm PowerSpan™ 
neoprene in the shoulders and arms for maximum 
flexibility. Rugged ToughTex™ adds extra protection 
in high-wear areas. Hi-Viz Green on shoulders and 
arms, plus reflective accents, add lots of visibility 
in low-light situations. Also features a full-length, 
double-pull YKK® front zipper along with wrist and 
ankle zippers.

See p. 4 for sizing.

Color: black/hi-viz green
Size: S-3XL, GL, G2XL

17276.02 /  $249.95

Bill’s Wetsuit Jacket
Combine the Bill’s Jacket with any wetsuit for increased warmth in the arms and core. An 
extended waist and raised collar provides more coverage and protection. Titanium adhesive 
reflects your body heat back, increasing warmth without adding extra bulk. Heavy-duty YKK® 
entry zipper and color-coded inner collar for quick size recognition. See p. 4 for sizing.

Color: black
Size: S-XXL

17283.01 /  $74.95

Grizzly Size: GM, GL, GXXL

17284.01 /  $84.95

3.0 Farmer John  
3 mm neoprene insulation is protectively 
backed on both sides with comfortable nylon. 
Titanium adhesive has been added for extra 
warmth. Stretchy PowerSpan™ material allows for 
freedom of movement. Knees have reinforced 
padding for extra durability and protection. 
Glued and blind-stitched seams are durable and 
comfortable. Ankle zippers make for easy entry 
and exit. The John features a full-length, double-
pull YKK® front relief zipper. 

See p. 4 for sizing.

Color: black
Size: S-3XL

17266.03 /  $149.95

Farmer Bill
Built tough to endure the demands of a rental 
market, the Farmer Bill is a 3 mm wetsuit 
with shoulder straps to adjust for multiple 
wearers. Padded knees and ToughTex™ seat 
extend the life of the suit. Color-coded by 
size for easy identification. 

See p. 4 for sizing.

Color: black with color-coded chest
Size: XXS-4XL

17268.01 /  $104.95 - $114.95

Grizzly Size: GM, GL, GXXL, G4XL

17269.01 /  $144.95

RES
CUE
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Built extra tough to endure the rigors of rescue work, the Rescue Suit provides the ultimate value in thermal protection. Full-coverage 3 mm neoprene 
delivers winter-worthy insulation, and titanium laminate adhesive boosts the thermal value by reflecting heat back to your body. We build the seat panel 
with 5 mm neoprene for extra padding and add a ToughTex™ coating for extra durability. Molded polyurethane armor guards the knees and shins. A full-
length, double-pull YKK® zipper, along with gusseted wrists and ankles, allows for easy entry and exit. See p. 4 for sizing.

Rescue Suit
Color: black/yellow
Size: S-3XL

17276.01 /  $309.95

Grizzly Rescue Suit
Color: black/yellow

Grizzly Sizes: GL, GXXL

17277.01 /  $319.95

The hardest working wetsuit on the water.

Friction zones prevent 
PFD from riding up

Reflective lettering and
bright yellow panels for 

increased visibility

3 mm PowerSpan
panels for mobility

Extra long, double-pull
YKK zipper

YKK zippers
and close-gusseted
wrists and ankles

Knees and shins 
armored with molded
polyurethane

GlideSkin™ bands around 
wrists for tighter seals 

between the suit and gloves

5 mm seat covered 
with ToughTex for 

increased durability 
and padding



Reactor Rescue Gloves
Our warmest gloves for those long hours in the cold and wet. 3 mm 
neoprene with titanium laminate adhesive holds in heat. Rugged 
armored synthetic leather on the palm and fingers takes the wear of 
ropes and paddles. GripCote™ patches on finger backs shed water and 
help prevent cooling. Pre-curved fingers fight fatigue, and soft fleece 
backing on thumb and wrist makes a great brow and nose wipe. 
See p. 9 for sizing.

Color: high-viz green/black
Size:  S-XXL 

25032.02 /  $49.95
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Hardcore 
warmth for 
hardworking 
hands.
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HydroSkin® 0.5 Sock  
ThermalPlush™ lining and a thin titanium 
layer boost warmth without adding bulk 
in this lightweight wetsock. 

Color:  charcoal heather
Size:  XS-XXL

30011.02 /  $29.95

Utility Gloves
Tough, textured synthetic leather patches 
on palm and fingers resist wear while 
giving good grip on rope, paddles and oars. 
Flexible 2 mm neoprene adds warmth, and 
fitted, stretchy slip-on wrist cuff makes the 
glove easy to put on and take off.

Color: black
Size:  S-XXL 

25025.03 /  $37.95

Tactical Gloves
Built tough for the rescue pro. Textured 
armored patches on the palm and fingers 
provide great grip and wear like iron. 2 mm 
neoprene for warmth, soft fleece on thumb 
and wrist for nose wipe and a unique easy-
close wrist strap.

Color: black
Size:  S-XXL 

25036.02 /  $49.95

HydroSkin® 1.5 Sock  
Fully sealed seams, HydroCuff™ ankle seal 
and checked fleece lining keep you warm 
and dry in cold water.

Color:  charcoal heather
Size:  XS-XXL

30016.01 /  $44.95

Measure hand according to 
the diagram.

Wetsock  
2 mm neoprene insulation keeps feet 
warm and a HydroCuff™ ankle seals 
out debris.

Color:  gray
Size:  XS-XXL 

30012.02 /  $24.95

XS 3" 6-1/2"
S 3-1/4" 7"
M 3-1/2" 7-1/2"
L 3-3/4" 7-3/4"
XL 4" 8"
XXL 4-1/2" 8-1/2"

GLOVE SIZE WIDTH LENGTH

XS 3-4 4-5
S 4-5 5-6
M 6-7 7-8
L 8-9 9-10
XL 10-11 11-12
XXL 12-13 13-14

WETSOCK SIZE MEN’S WOMEN’S
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Paddle Wetshoe
This easy-on wetshoe provides excellent warmth and 
protection without added bulk and works well with swim 
fins. The gusset-backed YKK® zipper opens wide to admit 
bare feet, wetsocks and drysuit socks. 3 mm neoprene with 
heat-reflecting titanium adhesive keeps feet warm. A 3 mm 
thick high-traction sole that wraps up around heel and toe, 
paired with a 5 mm neoprene insole protects your feet from 
the hard knocks. Soft, fleece-like VaporLoft™ lining repels 
water and dries quickly for superior warmth and comfort.

Color:  gray/black
Size:  whole sizes 6-14 

30034.03 /  $54.95

10

ATB Wetshoe
The All-Terrain Boot combines the comfort of a sneaker 
with the warmth of a wetshoe. The fully molded, arched 
sole has been reinforced with a boot-style sole to increase 
stability and comfort during long periods on your feet. 
7 mm neoprene cushioned insoles. 5 mm uppers feature 
glued and blind-stitched seams to keep your feet warm 
and protected. Heel and toe caps prevent abrasion. YKK® 
zippers allow easy entry and exit. Hook-and-loop arch strap 
for a secure fit.

Color:  gray
Size:  whole sizes. 6-14 

30029.01 /  $69.95

Workboot
Preferred by river professionals, rescue agencies and Navy 
Seals, these are the hardest-working river boots on the 
market today. Features 5 mm neoprene cushioned insoles, 
synthetic leather and fully molded arched soles combined with 
outstanding craftsmanship and exceptional NRS design. Lace-
up mesh uppers, neoprene, and synthetic leather provide 
superior ankle support and a secure fit. Heavy-duty lugged 
soles deliver sturdy protection from sharp rocks, and the 7 mm 
insole cushions your feet comfortably. You won’t find a better 
shoe for daily use.

Color:  black
Size:  whole sizes 6-15 

30037.01 /  $79.95
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Storm
45300.01 /  $8.50

Safety Whistles
These whistles are recognized as the standard for rescue 
professionals, used in signaling and communicating with 
team members.

Fox 40
Colors:  orange, black, yellow
45301.01 /  $6.95

Nexus
45302.01 /  $3.95

Chaos Helmet
The NRS Chaos Helmet is an excellent choice for rescue professionals 
looking for safe, economical and comfortable head protection. ABS shell 
dissipates impacts and dual-density EVA foam cushions and protects. 
Quick-adjust inner harness customizes the fit, and the removable ear pads 
on the Side Cut and extended shell on the Full Cut provide extra protection. 
CE EN 1385 approved.

Color:  red, yellow, blue, white, matte black Size:  XS-XL 

42605.03 /  Side Cut  $59.95 42606.01 /  Full Cut  $49.95

Havoc Helmets
The NRS Havoc Helmet is your one-size-
fits-most solution to whitewater safety. Our 
DialFit™ system lets you quickly and easily 
adjust the fit to accommodate almost any 
head size. An adjustable chin strap ensures 
comfort and security. Fixed PlushFIT™ pads 
in key contact points provide extra comfort. 
Six ventilation/drainage ports let air in and 
water out of the durable ABS plastic shell. 
CE EN 1385 approved.

Color: red, matte black, white, blue, yellow
Size: universal  (20-7/8" - 24-3/8")

42604.01 /  $39.95

Full cutSide cut

Storm Cap  
With taped internal seams and 
a soft checked fleece lining, this 
2.5 mm neoprene cap keeps you 
warm in the coldest conditions.

Color:  charcoal heather 
Size:  S-L

15046.01 /  $29.95

Storm Hood  
Head-to-shoulders waterproof 
warmth with soft, checked fleece 
lining.

Color:  charcoal heather 
Size:  S-L

15047.01 /  $34.95

HydroSkin® 0.5 Liner  
Just the right amount of warmth 
for cool air and cold rain. 

Color:  charcoal heather  
Size:  S-L 

15045.01 /  $24.95

S 51-55cm 20-21.5"
M 55-58cm 21.5-23"
L 58-62cm 23-24.5"

LINER SIZE HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE

WRSI Reflective Sticker Pack (Set of 6)  
43018.01 /  $4.95

XS 52.5-54cm 20.7-21.3"
S 54-55.5cm 21.3-21.9"
M 55.5-57.5cm 21.9-22.6"
L 57.5-59.5cm 22.6-23.4"
XL 59.5-61.5cm 23.4-24.2"

CHAOS SIZE HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE
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WRSI Current Helmet  
The Current Helmet by WRSI (Whitewater Research and Safety Institute) is a 
multi-impact safety helmet. Four years of research, co-sponsored by Johns 
Hopkins University, went into its development. Multiple layers of energy-
absorbing ABS plastic and EVA foam ensure the highest level of impact 
protection. O-Brace Retention System and foam pad shims give you a no-slip 
fit. CE EN 1385 approved.

Colors: fiesta, ghost, phantom, vapor, island

Size: S/M, M/L, L/XL 

43000.02 /  $89.95

WRSI Current Pro Helmets  
For rescue professionals and others who want to be safe and visible 
on the water. The WRSI Rescue Pro Helmet combines the outstanding 
impact protection and custom fit of the popular Current Helmet with 
bright colors and reflective striping. A multi-impact shell combines with 
an EVA foam liner and a polyurethane sub-shell to effectively dissipate 
impacts. O-Brace Retention and movable foam pads ensure a custom 
fit. CE EN 1385 approved.

Colors: ghost, shamrock, phantom, fiesta
Size: S/M, M/L, L/XL 

43006.02 /  $109.95

S/M 53-56 20.75-22"
M/L 56-59 22-23.25"
L/XL 59-62 23.25-24.5"

WRSI SIZE CENTIMETERS INCHES
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Tow Tethers
Super strong tethers to be used as a tow line when clipped into the quick-
release harness of a rescue PFD. Tubular webbing shell covers a stretchy 
shock cord. Each includes one bent-gate carabiner. Short tether stretches 
to 33"; long tether stretches to 53".

50005.01 / Short  $29.95 50005.01 / Long  $29.95

Rapid Rescuer Type V PFD 
Designed to the specs of the most demanding rescue professionals, 
the Rapid Rescuer PFD delivers all the features you need for safety 
and success on the job. The heavy-duty YKK® zipper entry allows 
fast deployment, and the integrated quick-release harness enables 
live-bait rescues. Two large front pockets stretch to hold anything from 
electronics to hardware to extra gloves. Three lash tabs carry your 
knife, clip-on whistle and other essentials. We’ve also added a D-Ring 
and tether loop for attaching tools and accessories, plus a strobe 
keeper and a glow stick holder. Webbing loops for leg straps provide 
additional security in big water, and universal sizing makes equipping 
your team easy. 

Design Flotation: 22 lbs.

Color: red, yellow
Size:  Universal  Chest: 30"-58"

40025.01 /  $229.95

Built for your safety 
and success.

Big Water V Type V PFD
The comfortable NRS Big Water V PFD has a universal fit that wraps 
easily around any adult’s torso. Four front buckles make entry, exit and 
adjustment simple and quick. Four side adjustments and two shoulder 
adjustments hold the PFD securely in place. Attached flotation pillow 
protects your head. Webbing loops for leg straps (sold separately) add 
extra security in big water.

Design Flotation: 25 lbs. 

Color: red, orange, yellow, blue/yellow, blue/red
Size:  Universal  Chest: 30"-58"

40015.02 /  $129.95
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Big Water Guide Type III PFD
High-flotation PFD that’s comfortable for all-day 
wear. Eight adjustment points allow you to fit 
the jacket to your individual shape. Two huge 
zippered pockets with fleece-lined hand-warmer 
pouches behind the pockets are welcome on 
cold days. 500 denier Cordura® shell for ultimate 
durability. Webbing loops for leg straps (sold 
separately) add extra security in big water.

Design Flotation: 22 lbs.

Color:  red, slate, gold
Size:  XS/M=30"-42", L/XXL=40"-58" 

40014.01 /  $124.95

Vista Type III PFD
A full-featured PFD at a fantastic 
price. The tough, 420 denier nylon 
outer shell will handle many years of 
abuse. Two roomy front pockets with 
hook-and-loop closures will hold 
those items you want close at hand. 

Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

Color: red, yellow, blue, gray
Size:  XS=28"-32", S/M=33"-40",
 L/XL=38"-46", XXL=42"-50"

40005.01 /  $79.95

Zen Type V PFD
The Zen gives you advanced rescue features in a comfortable, low-
profile design. Features a quick-release 1-1/2" rescue harness with 
stainless steel attachment ring for roped-in rescues and safe towing, 
plus a loop for securing your tow tether. Wide, reinforced shoulder 
straps reduce pressure points, and padded sides guard against impacts. 
The floating front panel improves fit and mobility, while VaporLoft™ 
fleece between the panels gives you a place to warm your hands. Also 
includes two large pockets, a knife lash tab and strobe loop. Rugged 
500 denier Cordura® shell.

Design Flotation: 17.5 lbs.

Color: red, black, mango
Size: S/M, L/XL, XXL

40030.01 /  $189.95

Universal Rescuer Type V PFD by Extrasport
Quick-release buckle and rescuer’s harness are approved by the U.S. 
Coast Guard. Webbing-reinforced shoulders for added security. Four-
buckle front closure and eight adjustment points keep this PFD in place. 
4x4 ballistic-weave shell provides superior abrasion resistance, and two 
extra-heavy-duty zip pockets with internal D-rings and lash tabs keep 
your rescue accessories where you want them. High-visibility reflective 
tape on front and back keep you visible in all conditions.

Design Flotation: 22 lbs.

Color: red, yellow
Size:  Universal 
Chest: 30"-56"

40123.01 /  $239.95

Greenjacket Type V PFD by Astral
The Greenjacket is a great PFD for rescue, 
guiding and expedition-grade boating. The 
flotation fits low and wraps your body in foam 
and plastic panels for rib and organ protection. 
Pullover design, 1-1/2" quick-release rescue 
belt and Spectra® Safety Loop for anchors and 
short belays. Floating front panel moves when 
you do and lets the jacket work for both men 
and women. Features a lash tab and a five-
compartment clam-shell pocket.

Design Flotation: 16.4 lbs.

Color:  cherry creek, black, deep blue
Size:  S/M, M/L, L/XL 

40078.07 /  $270.00
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Pilot Knife
This full-size rescue knife delivers 
all the features that a rescue 
professional needs. The quick-
release mechanical sheath locks 
the knife securely in place until you 
need it. An aggressive serrated 
edge with rope hook cuts quickly 
through rope and webbing, while a 
smooth edge near the tip enables 
fine cutting. Also includes a 
comfortable rubberized grip, glass-
breaking awl and integrated tank 
wrench.

Color: orange, black, green, blue
Blade length: 3"
Handle: 4.38" 
Weight:  5.5 oz.

47300.02 /  $44.95

 camo / $54.95

Wingman Knife
Ruggedly built, totally handy, the 
Wingman is there to back you up. One-
hand-flip opening for quick deployment. 
The blunt-tipped, concave blade has 
smooth and serrated sections and locks 
open for safety. Removable spring steel 
clip secures it to your belt or lash tab.

Color: black
Blade length: 2.75"
Handle: 4" 
Weight:  3 oz.

47306.01 /  $34.95

Co-Pilot Knife
The Pilot Knife has a little brother—the 
NRS Co-Pilot. Great features—smooth 
and serrated cutting edges, blunt safety 
tip, contoured handle with a rubberized 
grip and an oxygen tank wrench slot. 
Compact design is a fine fit on your PFD.

Color:  black, yellow, purple, green, blue
Blade length: 2.25"
Handle: 3.5" 
Weight:  4.6 oz.

47303.02 /  $44.95

 camo / $54.95

Neko Knife  
The Neko Knife combines the superior blade design, 
ergonomic grip and integrated features of the popular 
NRS Co-Pilot Knife with the sleek, easy-to-use 
characteristics of a friction-release sheath. Available 
with either a blunt or pointed tip.

Color:  black, green
Blade length: 2.25"
Handle: 3.5" 
Weight:  4.6 oz.

47310.01  / blunt tip /  $44.95

47311.01  / pointed tip /  $44.95
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CRKT Bear Claw Knife
The perfect emergency cutting tool for 
anyone who needs to quickly cut rope, 
webbing or netting. Triple-Point™ serrated 
with tear-drop tip for fast cutting without 
danger of point penetration.

Color: black, orange
Blade length: 2.375"
Handle: 3.375" 
Weight: 3.2 oz.

47285.01 /  $49.95

Gerber EZ Out Rescue Knife
The Gerber EZ Out Rescue Knife has a 
fully serrated blade with safety tip. Easy 
one-hand opening and comfortable, grippy 
handle.

Color: yellow
Blade length: 3.51"
Handle: 4.4" 
Weight:  2.6 oz.

47255.01 /  $41.50

Green Knife
A compact convenient knife for boaters 
and outdoor folks of all types. The blunt-
tip, stainless steel, locking blade opens 
easily with one hand and has sharp, 
smooth and serrated sections. Handy 
bottle opener, spring steel clip and lanyard 
hole. And it fits perfectly in the Astral 
Greenjacket folding-knife pouch. 

Color: green
Blade length: 2.125"
Handle: 3.75" 
Weight: 2.2 oz.

47308.01 /  $34.95

Captain Rescue Knife
Lock-blade knife for guides and 
swiftwater rescuers. Features a rope 
cutting hook at the tip and a quick-
slicing serrated edge. Folding blade 
opens with one hand and locks in place 
for security. Removable spring metal 
clip, blunt tip and handy bottle opener. 

Color: orange
Blade length: 3"
Handle: 4.5" 
Weight:  2.8 oz.

47307.02 /  $39.95

Gerber River Shorty
This knife is easy to pull from its sheath 
and is comfortable and secure to hold in 
wet and cold environments. The molded 
friction-release sheath clips securely to a 
belt or PFD lash tab.

Colors: green, black
Blade length: 3"
Handle: 3.75" 
Weight: 4 oz.

47258.02 /  $39.95

Voss Knife
The Voss is built with a one hand-flip 
opening for quick deployment. The 
blunt-tipped, convex blade has smooth 
and serrated sections and locks open for 
safety. Removable spring steel clip secures 
it to your belt or lash tab. 

Color: purple
Blade length: 2.75"
Handle: 4" 
Weight: 3 oz.

47309.01 /  $34.95
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Rescue Bags
Made of highly visible and durable Cordura®, NRS throw bags 
quickly secure with quick-release 1" straps. Internal flotation 
and floating rescue rope keep our Rescue Bags on top of the 
water, while grab loops make for easy grasping. 2" mesh panel 
for better drainage and reduced dry time. Barrel-lock drawstring 
incorporated in a flared nylon top for easy reloading and closure. 
Pro models include 1" reflective tape for increased visibility.

Compact Rescue Bag
Color:  orange, yellow, red
Size:  70' of 1/4"  polypropylene; max 950 lbs. 

45100.01 /  $54.95

NFPA Rope Rescue Bag
Color:  orange
Size:  75' of 3/8" Grabline; max 3,282 lbs.
Rope is NFPA Certified 1983, 2006 

45104.01 /  $80.95

With a Guardian, your throw bag is always at hand.
Guardian Rescue Bags are worn on your waist with a quick-release belt 
so they’re always with you, always ready to go. Each model features 
an internal throw rope in a bag that pulls completely free from the 
waist belt.

Guardian
Color:  red
Size:  55' of 1/4" polypropylene
Max: 950 lbs. 

45107.02 /  $74.95

Pro Guardian
Color:  yellow
Size:  55' of 1/4" Dyneema®
Max: 2,608 lbs. 

45108.02 /  $99.95

Good things come in small packages.
The Wedge Throw Bag is compact, so it fits in any space in your 
boat—no excuses for not carrying it. Always there for that vital 
rescue toss.

Wedge Throw Bag
Color:  hi-viz green, yellow
Size:  55' of 1/4" polypropylene
Max:  950 lbs.

45105.01 /  $49.95

Pro Compact Rescue Bag
Color:  yellow
Size:  70' of 1/4" Dyneema®; max 2,608 lbs. 

45101.01 /  $89.95

Pro Rescue Bag
Color:  yellow
Size:  75' of 3/8" Dyneema®; max 5,261 lbs. 

45102.01 /  $119.95

Standard Rescue Bag
Color:  orange, red
Size:  75' of 3/8" polypropylene; max 1,900 lbs. 

45103.01 /  $59.95
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  Strength Strength
Item #: Model: Closed: Open: Weight: Price:

a. 45158.01 Omega 1/2" Modified D Quik-Lok 30 KN 9 KN 111g $28.50

b. 45150.01 Omega 1/2" Modified D Screw-Lok 30 KN 9 KN 105g $24.50

c. 45160.01 Omega Standard Oval 22 KN 6 KN 65g $7.25-$8.25

d. 45159.01 Omega Standard D 31 KN 9 KN 65g $8.25-$9.25

e. 45161.01 Omega Standard Locking D 31 KN 9 KN 74g $10.95-$11.95

f. 45152.01 Omega 1/2" Std. D Screw-Lok 72 KN 22 KN 283g $33.75

g. 45154.01 Omega 1/2" Modified D Screw-Lok 65 KN 24 KN 269g $27.75

h. 45153.01 Omega 7/16" Modified D Quik-Lok 53 KN 14 KN 218g $39.25

i. 45157.01 Omega Five-O Bent Gate 25 KN 7 KN 58g $10.50

j. 45155.01 Omega Five-O Wire Gate 25 KN 7 KN 49g $10.95

k. 45149.01 Omega G-First NFPA Screw-Lok 40 KN 11 KN 130g $37.95

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.
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SMC Swivel
One of the most compact swivels 
on the market, and it has flawless 
rotation. Meets NFPA “G” - 
General Use 36kN.

- Strength: 9,892 lbs - 
 44kN (3 Sigma)
- Size: 3.5" x 2.5" x 1.3"
- Weight: 4.5 oz. (129g)
- Material: Anodized Aluminum

45257.01 /  $93.85

SMC Rigging Plate
Half the size of the bigger 
plates on the market, yet it’s 
just as strong. Meets NFPA “G” - 
General Use 36kN.

- Strength: 11,690 lbs -
 52kN (3 Sigma)
- Size: 7" x 5.3" x 0.5"
- Weight: 11.4 oz. (323g)
- Material: Anodized Aluminum

45255.01 /  $53.80

SMC Micro PMP
Ideal strength-to-weight ratio.
Perfect for Z-drags.
Meets NFPA ‘’L’’ - Light Use 
22kN

- Lbs. Test: 4946
- Size: 3.75"T X 2.55"W
- Weight: 3.5 oz.
- Material:  Aluminum side plates
 and sheave, ball bearing
- Sheave: 1.38"
- Max Rope: 0.5" (13mm)

45252.01 /  $41.50

SMC Aluminum PMP
Rescue-size pulley designed for 
serious rigging applications.
NFPA ‘’G’’ - General Use 38kN

- Lbs. Test:  8543
- Size: 5.85"T X 4.17"W
- Weight: 12.4 oz.
- Material:  Aluminum side plates
 and sheave, ball bearing
- Sheave: 3"
- Max Rope: 0.5" (13mm)

45254.01 /  $86.00

SMC Swiftwater
Designed for Z-drags and 
swiftwater rescue. 34kN

- Lbs. Test: 7644
- Size: 4"T X 3"W
- Weight: 6 oz.
- Material:  Aluminum side plates 
 and sheave, ball bearings
- Sheave: 2"
- Max Rope: 0.5" (13mm)

45256.01 /  $42.80

SMC CRx
A palm-sized swiftwater 
emergency device. 22kN

- Lbs. Test: 4946
- Size: 2.84"T x 1.75"W
- Weight: 1.8 oz
- Material:  Aluminum side 
 plates and Delrin® sheave
- Sheave: 1.25"
- Max Rope: 0.5" (13mm)

45251.02 /  $15.95

SMC Rescue StayK
The SMC Rescue StayK 
system is versatile and 
accommodating. It is by 
far the most effective, 
efficient, and reliable 
picket system available 
today.

- Size: 35.1"T x 1"Dia.
- Weight: 9.24 lbs. (single), 
 28.37 lbs. (kit)
- Material: Aluminum and 
 Stainless Steel

45258.01 /  $177.50

SMC Shuttle Tandem 
Rope Pulley
Designed for Tyrolean trousers, 
zip lines and other rescue 
applications. 26kN

- Lbs. Test: 5845
- Size: 3.25"T x 4.25"W
- Weight: 8 oz.
- Material: Aluminum, stainless 
 steel ball bearings
- Sheave: 2"
- Max Rope: 0.5" (13mm)

45259.01 /  $71.40

NRS Compact Pulley
Meets NFPA ‘’L’’ - Light Use 22kN.

- Size: 3"T X 2.25"W
- Weight: 2.8 oz.
- Material: Aluminum side plates 

and sheave with self-lubricating 
bronze bushing

- Max Rope: 10mm

45164.01 /  $34.95

NRS Rescue Pulley
Meets NFPA ‘’G’’ - General Use 
40kN.

- Size: 4"T X 3"W
- Weight: 6.7 oz.
- Material: Aluminum side plates and 

sheave with self-lubricating bronze 
bushing

- Max Rope: 15mm

45163.01 /  $47.95
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Pelican SabreLite 2000 
Flashlight
This super-bright Xenon laser-
spot penetrates water, fog and 
smoke. The unbreakable ABS 
casing and polycarbonate lens 
make this one burly flashlight. 
Meets military specifications. 
Includes belt spring clip and 
stainless steel split ring lanyard. 
3 C-cell alkaline batteries (not 
included).

Color: yellow

71700.01 /  $42.95

Princeton Tec 
Eco Flare
Waterproof, high-output light 
appropriate for many outdoor 
applications. The Eco Flare 
comes complete with 2 AAA 
batteries and 2 bulbs: optional 
flashing red LED and constant-
on area light.

Burn Time: White - 2 Hours,
Red - 500 Hours

Color: yellow

50063.01 /  $12.95

Pelican 2130 Mini Flasher
This bright and compact strobe 
runs for 130 hours on two coin-cell 
batteries and is submersible up 
to 500 feet. Perfect for nighttime 
rescues and diving.

Color: yellow

71707.01 /  $14.25

UST See-Me 2.0 Strobe 
Light
 Being seen on the water 
can be a matter of survival. 
The UST See-Me 2.0 Strobe 
Light exceeds the US Coast 
Guard visibility standard. It 
turns on automatically when 
submerged, and can be 
manually activated.

Burn Time: 120 Hours
Color: orange

71719.01 /  $29.95

Princeton Tec 
Meridian Strobe
Compact and bright, the Princeton Tec 
Meridian Strobe lets you choose a white 
or red flashing light that can be seen 
for over a mile. Waterproof to 328 feet 
(100 m). LEDs send out 100 lumens of 
light and provide a max burn time of 
100 hours on 3 AAA alkaline batteries 
(included). Easily mounts to a lash tab, 
shoulder strap or dive harness with the 
included attachment strap.

Burn Time: 100 Hours
Color: yellow

71648.01 /  $29.95

Princeton Tec 
Sector 5 Spotlight
Cast a blazing 550 lumens of 
light out over 650 feet with the 
Princeton Tec Sector 5 LED 
Spotlight. When you need lots 
of light out in the distance, this 
handheld powerhouse is just 
what you want.

Color: black, yellow

71650.01 /  $109.95
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Rescue Rope
100% polypropylene for superior buoyancy. Kernmantle construction.
Colors: 45015.01: red  /  45012.01 & 45013.01: yellow

45015.01
7/16" Rescue Rope (4,406 lb. tensile strength) $1.01/ft.
300' of 7/16" Rescue Rope (4,406 lb. tensile strength) $303.00

45012.01
3/8" Rescue Bag Rope (1,900 lb. tensile strength) $0.45/ft.
300' of 3/8" Rescue Bag Rope (1,900 lb. tensile strength) $135.00

45013.01
1/4" Rescue Bag Rope (950 lb. tensile strength) $0.38/ft.
300' of 1/4" Rescue Bag Rope (950 lb. tensile strength) $114.00

Prusik Cord 
Use for various tie-down applications or brake lines on Z-drags. 
Colors: assorted

45011.01
7 mm Prusik Cord (2,788 lb. tensile strength) $0.67/ft.
165' of 7 mm Prusik Cord (2,788 lb. tensile strength) $110.55
6 mm Prusik Cord (1,978 lb. tensile strength) $0.53/ft.
165' of 6 mm Prusik Cord (1,978 lb. tensile strength) $87.45
5 mm Prusik Cord (1,169 lb. tensile strength) $0.40/ft.
325' of 5-mm Prusik Cord (1,169 lb. tensile strength) $132.00
4 mm Accessory Cord (1,034 lb. tensile strength) $0.32/ft.
325' of 4 mm Accessory Cord (1,034 lb. tensile strength) $105.60

Tubular Webbing
Strong and tough. Convenient anchor points for all rescue systems.
Colors: 45001.01: blu, grn, blk, red, yel  /  45002.01:  blu, blk, red

45001.01
1" Tubular Webbing (4,000 lb. tensile strength) $0.50/ft.
300’ of 1” Tubular Webbing (4,000 lb. tensile strength) $150.00

45002.01
11/16" Tubular Webbing (3,000 lb. tensile strength) $0.50/ft.
300’ of 11/16" Tubular Webbing (3,000 lb. tensile strength) $150.00

Dyneema® Rescue Rope
Polypropylene sheath adds buoyancy and protects the strong 
Dyneema core.
Color: yellow

45010.01
1/4" (2,495 lb. tensile strength) $1.05/ft.
300' of 1/4" (2,495 lb. tensile strength) $315.00

45009.01
3/8" (5,239 lb. tensile strength) $1.65/ft.
300' of 3/8" (5,239 lb. tensile strength) $495.00 

1/2" Sterling Static Rope
High performance with a minimum breaking strength of over 9,000 
pounds. 48-carrier sheath construction gives this rope superb durability, 
low elongation and suppleness.  Certified to NFPA 1983, 2006.
Color: white/blue

45006.01
1/2" Static Rope (9,081 lb. tensile strength) $1.49/ft.
300' of 1/2" Static Rope (9,081 lb. tensile strength) $447.00

NFPA Rescue Rope
Nylon Drycore for strength and minimum moisture absorption. 
NFPA-certified 1983, 2006.
Color: yellow/orange

45014.01
3/8" NFPA Rope (3,282 lb. tensile strength) $0.96/ft.
300' of 3/8" NFPA Rope (3,282 lb. tensile strength) $288.00

Z-Drag Kit with Purest Duffel
All the hardware needed to set up basic mechanical advantage rescue systems.

- 3 Omega Locking D Carabiners
- 2 SMC Swiftwater Pulleys (7,644 lbs.)
- 2 15' lengths of 1" webbing in red
- 1 10' length of 1" webbing in yellow

45314.01 /  $329.95

- 2 6' lengths of prusik cord (6 mm)
- 150' of 1/2" static rescue rope (9,084 lbs.)
- 1 Z-Drag Crib Sheet
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Rescue Duffel
600 denier polyester material is tough enough to carry a load of carabiners, 
pulleys and rope. Zippered main compartment for quick access to rescue gear, 
plus three-inch divided side compartment to keep wet or dirty items separate. 
Shoulder strap for easy carrying. 3M® reflective strips on 3" webbing increases 
visibility. Exterior daisy chain offers ten attachment points for gear.

Color: red/black
Size: 16" Dia. x 30"L

55002.01 /  $64.95
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Pure performance for rescue professionals.
Sturdy 600 denier polyester on the bottom and ends of the bag protects 
your gear from sand and grit. Extra-strong mesh allows wet gear to dry, 
reducing mildew and other moisture-related problems. The Quick-Change 
Duffel adds a storable 4-foot diameter urethane-coated changing pad to 
protect you and your gear from sand, grit and rocks.

Purest Duffel
Color: red, blue
Size: 12" Dia. x 24"L

55003.01 /  $39.95

Size: 16" Dia. x 30"L

55003.01 /  $49.95

Quick-Change Duffel
Color: blue
Size: 16” Dia. x 30” 

55004.01 /  $69.95
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Aquapac Whanganui Electronics Cases
The Whanganui cases are perfect for electronics, keys, maps and anything else you need to keep dry. Guaranteed waterproof up to 15 ft.

108 Mini
Color:  clear
Size:  5.5"T x 6" Cir.

55303.02 /  $29.95

658 Medium
Color:  clear
Size:  7.9"T x 11.2" Cir.

55330.01 /  $31.95

668 Large
Color:  clear
Size:  11.5"T x 17.3" Cir.

55331.01 /  $44.95

348 Small
Color:  clear
Size:  6"T x 8" Cir.

55306.03 /  $29.95

Aquapac VHF Pro Cases
Constructed of military-spec reinforced material. 
Features a tough, three-way adjustable harness and 
“easy-grab” handle. Comes with a carabiner.

229 Small
Color:  clear
Size: 7.2"T x 8.5" Cir.
(up to 13" with antenna)

55326.02 /  $64.95

248 Large
Color:  clear
Size: 8.7"T x 8.7" Cir.
(up to 15” with antenna) 

55318.02 /  $37.95

228 Small
Color:  clear
Size: 7"T x 7.6" Cir.
(up to 12.5" with antenna) 

55319.02 /  $37.95

Aquapac VHF Classic Case
Suitable for both left- or right-mounted antennas. Sound 
passes right through the tough urethane material.

Aquapac Waterproof iPhone 6 Plus Case - 358
Color:  clear
Size:  6.3"T x 6.8" Cir.

55341.01 /  $34.95
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Mustang Ice Commander 9001 03 Suit
The IC9001 is the suit of choice for the 
Coast Guard, search-and-rescue teams, fire 
departments and ice rescue professionals. 
Integral chest harness, ice awl pockets, gloves, 
reinforcements and attached boots with non-
slip soles prepare you for any emergency. It’s 
highly visible, and with a welded nylon shell 
and removable AirSoft™ foam liner, it’s 45% 
lighter than conventional neoprene suits. 
Maximum flexibility and performance with 
additional buoyancy.

Color: yellow/black
Size: Universal

22501.03 /  $1,115.00

Oceanid RDC
The RDC rescue boat is 
remarkably safe, durable and 
easy to use. It works for so 
many applications, it may be 
the only non-motorized boat 
your department needs. The 
RDC’s ends are open and 
upturned so that a rescuer 
can drive the boat over the 
victim while the victim’s head 
remains above water at all 
times. It also allows a rescuer 
to reach into a pour-over 
from a safe position in the 
boat. Can be carried easily 
by one person, and stores in 
a 2' cube.  

- Size: 15'4"L x 48"W
- Tube Diameter: 12"
- Floor Length: 8'
- Access Holes: 22" x 40"
- Air Chambers: 3
- Buoyancy: 2,000+ lb.
- Fabric: 35 oz. PU/polyester

86114.01 /  $4,500.00

RQ3 Mark V Hose Inflation System
Fast becoming standard equipment for many 
swiftwater and ice rescue teams. When the hose is 
filled with air it floats and remains rigid enough to 
be passed to a victim or across a stream. Deluxe kit 
includes: 2-1/2" female aluminum hose cap with tie 
down for securing safety lines, 2-1/2" male aluminum 
hose cap with standard quick disconnect to attach 
filler hose and a tie down for securing a safety line, 
a pressure relief valve set at 35-40 lbs. for safety, a 
shield to protect fittings, an SCBA high-pressure valve 
and wheel with hose so you can fill from your own high-
pressure SCBA bottles, and a custom carrying case.

Color: gray

45216.01 /  $422.35

Special rescues require 
specialized gear.

Pick-of-Life Awls
 Pick-of-Life awls are for self-rescue, allowing you to crawl on top 
of the ice using the picks as traction. You can also slide them to 
someone who has fallen through the ice.

45310.01 /  $21.95
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E-140 Boat Package
Equipped for a team of up to seven rescuers. The E-140 package includes six NRS PT Paddles and 
one Carlisle Guide Paddle, an NRS 5" Barrel Pump and a repair kit. 

Other boat features include:

- Leafield valves
- Five-year warranty on workmanship
- Five-year materials warranty 
- Self-bailing
- Great stability plus cargo room

- 48 oz., 1670 denier Pennel Orca® tubes and floor
- 41 oz., 1100 denier wear patch
- Extra-wide HD40 gum chafer
- Two removable thwarts
- 14 stainless 2" D-rings
- Six Pennel Orca handles

- Color: blue
- Size: 14'L x 7'2"W; 21" tubes

Otter 130 Boat Package
We’ve included four NRS PT Paddles and one Carlisle Guide Paddle for a team of five rescuers. 
An NRS 5" Barrel Pump and repair kit are also included. 

Other boat features include:

- Leafield valves
- Three-year warranty on workmanship
- Three-year materials warranty 
- Self-bailing
- High maneuverability

- 41 oz., 1100 denier Pennel Orca® tubes and floor
- 35 oz., 840 denier wear patch
- HD40 gum chafer
- Two removable thwarts
- Twelve stainless D-rings 
- Four Pennel Orca handles

- Color: blue
- Size: 13'L x 6'2"W; 18" tubes
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The NRS Zen Rescue Life Jacket is 
a great choice for professionals who 
want a great fitting, comfortable PFD 
with swiftwater rescue features like a 
quick-release belt.
See page 16 for more information.


